1st Chertsey: Dons

Spring 2019 Programme

09/01/2019: Games and planning
16/01/2019: Knots & Spotlight (Pioneer)
We will learn three key knots: reef knot, figure of eight and an overhand (for shoelace tying!).
We will create some rope through Viking knitting.
Finish the evening with some spotlight!

23/01/2019: Burns Night
Enjoying haggis, neeps and tatties with some irn bru! Wear tartan if you like and we'll be enjoying some
highland games and dancing.

30/01/2019: Church Visit (TBC)
More information to follow

06/02/2019: Navigator (L1)
Learning about maps, navigation and planning a route around Chertsey. Planning what we might need for
a night hike with the help from our young leaders.

13/02/2019: Chertsey Hike
Parents required (at least 4) to help us hike around Chertsey, following a route set by the cubs.
The cubs will need to bring the items they had spoken about and planned the previous week.

20/02/2019: Half Term - No Cubs - Badge Challenge
Cubs are challenged to choose a badge they would like to work on at home and collect evidence to share
how they have achieved it. They will present back on 13th March!

27/02/2019: Cub Quiz Night!
We'll have snacks and work in our sixes to complete the first round of the District Quiz. The winning six
will go forward to the district quiz and maybe the county quiz!

02/03/2019: Big Splash! (Saturday)
Please advise your leader if you would like to attend this. (Over 8s swimmers only)
Woking Leisure Pool
Arrive: 5.15pm
Pick up: 7.45pm
Cost: £5 per cub

06/03/2019: Pancake Night
Yes! We'll be making and eating pancakes.
Some parent helpers would be appreciated. Please message the WhatsApp group if you can!
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13/03/2019: Badges & St Patrick's Day
Celebrating St Patrick's Day and hearing about the badges you have been working on since half term.

15/03/2019: District Cub Quiz (Friday)
Times TBC. Only winning six will be needed.

20/03/2019: Science Badge
Activities to earn the science badge.

27/03/2019: Mothering Sunday
Learning some skills to impress our mums and inviting them at the end for a nice treat!
Ironing, laying a table and making a cup of tea... plus other things!

03/04/2019: Lou's last night!
A party to say farewell (or see you soon) to Lou as she goes off to have her baby!
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